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Abstract 
This article discusses the use of Russian and Indonesian (Bali) terms for family relationships in the societies of the two countries. 
Family relationship terms reflect the culture of the nation. They have certain characteristics. In Russian – one of them is the term 
of papa and its abridged and diminutive forms. The abridged and diminutive forms of papa are formed with different suffixes and 
they have different nuances. On the other hand, the Bali's family relationship terms do not have any nuances like the Russian 
ones. They have their own system in their society, such as: Aji "папа", Ratu Aji "папа", Ratu Ibu "мама". 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Kinship is a relationship among the members of the entire family, tracing their origin from the same ancestors, 
even though not all members of the kin use the name of the father or the inherited surname. Kinship in Russian 
society also includes the people coming from the same lineage, both in terms of the jointly-owned residence, the 
same religion, similar mind, and even a similar physical resemblance, as well as similar principles of life. Kinship 
terms in Russian society are the result of the long-term development of its national culture; they are also part of the 
Russian vocabularies. They may change from time to time in accordance with their own laws. These terms reflect 
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the mentality of the Russian people, their language, as well as the internal structure of the society (Kazachenko, 
2010). 
The kinship terms in the Russian language are not as simple as those in other countries, particularly Indonesia 
(Bali). The kinship terms in Russian society have many variations or derivatives. For example, the terms ‘Father’ 
and ‘Mother’ have different variations. Variations for the terms “mama” and “papa” are formed with the help of 
certain suffixes. These terms enrich the Russian language not only in terms of its form, but also in terms of meaning 
and sense attached. Consider, for instance, suffixes like -ша- [-sha-], -очка- [ochka-], -енька- [-enka-]: мама – 
мамаша – мамочка – маменька; papa – папаша – папочка – папенька.  
Anna Wierzbicka wrote that kinship terms and proper names, in fact, have a very close structural similarity 
(Wierzbicka, 1997, p. 106). Suffixes like -ochka- and -enka- are often referred to as the suffixes on the first level of 
pragmatics, where the suffix -enka- has a character of "dearly" and -ochka- has a diminutive character of "smallness" 
(Wierzbicka, 1997, p. 122). Suffix -sha- shows a sense of “gentleness”. 
Indonesia has 34 provinces. Each province has its own kinship terms.  This paper will analyze the kinship terms 
in Bali. The Balinese inhabit the island of Bali. The Bali ethnic group adheres to Balinese culture and uses the 
language of Bali as a means of communication in its ethnic community. The majority of Balinese are Hindus; others 
are Buddhists, Muslims and Christians. Bali is a unique island. According to I. Gusti Ngurah Bagus, in Bali there is a 
combination of the Hindu tradition (India) and the ancient Javanese of Majapahit era that affects the structure of the 
Balinese people. This system is called caste (Bagus, 2004). In Bali there are four castes, i.e.: Brahmana (the highest 
caste), ksatriya (second highest caste), Vesha (middle caste), Sudra (low caste). 
The kinship terms in Bali ethnicity are different from those on other islands in Indonesia. For example: aji means 
father, meme (ibu) means 'mother, mama'; mbok means 'sister, bli means 'brother’. 
2. The Use of Kinship Terms in the Russian Family 
The greeting of children to their father in Russian culture varies, for example: 
(1). Папа, а где они там? – спрашивал Семен. – Они там мертвые? [А. П. Платонов «Семен»]. Father, 
where are they? – asked Simon. – Are they dead? [A. P. Platonov “seed”]. Papa is a neutral greeting of a child to 
his/her biological father. The greeting is the most common and the most used in Russian family. 
(2). В самом углу лога, тонко залитого водой, где пену и сор кружило шалым горным потоком, свежее 
мелкотравье кипело от икряной сороги, и мужик с парнем затеяли черпануть рыбу сеткой, а девочка не 
понимала их намерений, плакала и заклинала: "Папочка, не утони! Миленький папочка! Не утони! Ой, 
папочка! Ой, папочка!.." [В. П Астафьев «Ода русскому огороду»].... and a man with a young man undertook to 
catch fish with nets, and the girl did not understand them, crying and pleading: “Dad, do not drown! father dear, do 
not drown! father dear, do not drown! .." [V. P Astafyev "Russian Ode to Vegetable Garden"] Papochka is a form of 
greeting that shows deep affection of a child to his/her biological father. In this episode, Papochka is a fondly 
greeting of the child to her biological father whom she loved much. The greeting is commonly used in everyday 
conversation and shows the deep love of a child to his/her father. 
(3) - Папка! - перебила отца Ирина,- Я понимаю, что ты заводила, и ясно, что ты нас вытащил сюда 
предаться чревоугодию и попойке, хочешь растормозить наше подсознание и влезть в наш мозг? (Виктор 
Купер «Папауля»). - Papka! - Irina  interrupted her father - I understand that you are our activities organizer, and it 
is clear that you have taken us here to enjoy food and liquor, you want to unfetter  the development of our 
subconscious mind, and then infiltrate our brain  (Victor Kuper "Papaulya")? Papka – is a greeting of children to 
their father in daily life. 
(4) - Папуль, приветик, я сейчас в институте, у меня шесть пар сегодня, буду поздновато, не теряй меня. 
(Виктор Купер «Папуля»). - Papul hello, I'm in my institute, I have six classes today, I will be late, do not forget to 
give me a call. (Victor Kuper “Papulya’). Papul' comes from the word “Papulya”. Papulya is a polite and respectful 
greeting of a child to his/her biological father. 
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3. The Kinship Terms in Indonesian Family, Particularly in Bali 
(5) “Dayu akan melahirkan!” seru Meme Made panik. Belum Meme. (Ayu Rusmini "Kenanga"): “Dayu will give 
birth!” -  exclaimed Meme Made in panic. Not yet Meme” (Ayu Rusmini "Kenanga"). Comments: the conversation 
occurs between a young woman of the Brahmin caste and a simple woman of Sudra caste or lower caste (Made). The 
term of meme in Balinese society is often addressed to simple mature women who come from a modest family or 
lower caste. The woman named ‘Made’ is not the biological mother of Dayu. Dayu is a form of address for a young 
woman of Brahmin caste (highest caste). Made is the young woman's neighbor. She takes care of the young woman. 
They have a close relationship, even though they come from different castes. At the time when this young woman 
addresses Made by calling her meme, Made loves to hear the greeting for it has a sense of politeness, respect and 
compassion; especially since the greeting is uttered by a young woman of Brahmin caste. 
(6) “Terima kasih Aji,” bisik Kenanga saat tiba gilirannya memeluk ayahnya: “Thank you Aji”, whispered 
Kenanga when it was her turn to hug her father. (Ayu Rusmini "Kenanga"). Comment: This conversation took place 
in the house between a daughter and father. In the conversation there is no sense of affection, respect and gentleness. 
The senses are reflected in a tone of voice, expressions and gestures of the greeter. 
(7). “Intan, ke sini. Ya, Ratu Ibu”: “Intan, come here. Yes, Ratu Ibu”. (Ayu Rusmini “Kenanga”). Comment: 
Intan – a female name. In this episode, Intan is Kenanga’s adopted child. An adopted child commonly comes from a 
lower caste, thus Intan calls her adopted mother with a greeting of Ratu. Ratu – is a greeting of a lower caste to a 
mature woman from a higher caste. The caste of the greeter (Intan) can directly be known from a lower caste (Sudra 
caste). Similarly, when Intan addresses her adopted father, she uses a call of “Ratu” or “Ratu + Aji (male greeting) 
like the example number 8 bellow. The address form of "Ratu" shows a distance in the relationship between the 
communicants; however in this example, their interpersonal relationship is very close, like a biological mother and 
her child. Since Intan is an adopted child from a Sudra caste, Bali society does not allow Intan to call her adopted 
mother and father with the address form of merely “Ibu” and “Aji”. 
(8) “Ratu Aji, boleh tiang pergi bersama teman tiang ke pantai Kuta?”: “Ratu Aji, may tiang go with my friend to 
Pantai Kuta?” (Ayu Rusmini "Kenanga"). 
4. Conclusion 
Thus, the system of family relationships nomination in a society very much reflects the specificity of lifestyle and 
mindset, mentality, and traditions of a particular culture. Russia and Indonesia have very different cultures. The 
system of family relationships terms in a family also shows different traditions, mentality, language and a particular 
form as a mark of politeness that is accepted in the community. The system of family relationships nomination in 
Russian families has rich nuances with different suffixes, which is different from that of Bali ethnicity. The Balinese 
have their own forms of address in the family in accordance with the traditions and customs in Bali. These greetings, 
“Aji” (a call of a child to the father of the same caste), “Ratu Aji” (a call of an adopted child from the low caste to 
the father of the high caste), “Ratu Ibu” (a call of an adopted child from the low caste to the mother of the high 
caste); “Meme“(a call of a child to the mother in the low caste). The address form of “Meme” is only used in Bali 
and not used by other ethnic groups in Indonesia. 
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